
E1/E2

I can explain and show what the Earth is made of by:

-knowing the different kinds of rocks and minerals that make up the Earth

-knowing the Earth’s layers

-knowing the changes the Earth’s surface undergoes

BEG EMG PRG ADV MAS

I can recall that
the Earth is
layered

I can show the
layers of the
Earth

I can explain the
different layers
based on their
qualities

I can classify the
different layers
based on their
qualities and
describe, in
general terms,
evidence for such
models

I can interpret
models that show
a layered
structure for
Earth’s interior;
and describe
specific evidence
for such models

I can recall that
Earth undergoes
changes both
fast and slow.

I can show that
Earth undergoes
fast and slow
changes

I can explain
some fast and
slow changes
that Earth
undergoes.

I can understand
and explain
evidence that
Earth’s surface
undergoes
changes both
slowly and
quickly.

I can explain
weathering,
erosion, and
sedimentation

I can investigate
and interpret
evidence that
Earth’s surface
undergoes
changes both
slowly and quickly.

I can investigate
and interpret
examples of
weathering,
erosion and
sedimentation

I can recall that
there are
different kinds of
minerals

I can test and
identify 1 or 2
qualities to
accurately identify
minerals.

I can test and
identify 3 or 4
qualities to
accurately identify
minerals.

I can test and
identify 5 or 6
qualities to
accurately identify
minerals.

I can test and
identify 7 qualities
to accurately
identify minerals.

I can recall that
there are
different kinds of
rocks

I know what rocks
and minerals make
up the Earth

I can look at
evidence and figure
out what kind of
rock formation it is

I can describe the
characteristics of
the 3 main classes
of rocks

I can classify a
rock as
sedimentary,
metamorphic, or
igneous and
describe
characteristics  of
each.



I can describe
evidence of their
formation

I know there are
local rocks and
sediments

I can list some
local rocks and
sediments

I can describe
local rocks and
sediments

I can describe
local rocks and
sediments and
show how they
many have
formed

I can describe
local rocks and
sediments, and
interpret ways
they may have
formed.

E3/E4
I can show changes that have happened to Earth by:
-knowing major changes in landforms on Earth
-understanding the fossil record

BEG EMG PRG ADV MAS

•I know the
Earth’s crust is
made of plates
that are moving

•I know that the
plates are moving
and that they were
once a giant
continent that has
broken apart

•I know why the
plates are moving
and can explain
sea floor
spreading

• I can explain the
different ways the
plates move
(converging,
diverging,
transverse)

• I can describe
evidence for
crustal movement
• I can explain all
the different ways
the plates move
(converging,
diverging,
transverse) and
the results of
those movements

• I know what a
fossil is

• I can summarize
how a fossil is
formed

• I can describe
different kinds of
fossils, and
identify ideas
about their
formation.

• I can explain and
describe the
process of how
fossils are formed

• I can explain and
apply methods
used to interpret
fossils.

• • I know that
fossils tell us how
things changed
over time

• I can describe
how fossils show
us how life forms
have changed
over time

• I can explain
patterns in the
appearance of
different life forms
over time, as
indicated by the
fossil record

• I can explain the
ways scientists
can determine the
age of a fossil


